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is inconvertible that you were made complete, sufficient,
and adequate. However, this does not preclude that effort
is required to translate you from good to great, and from great to
outstanding. Every other postulation no matter how convincing it
looks and or sounds is simply incorrect.
What makes a man with strong potentials assess himself as
insufficient and incomplete ? The numerous garbage we all pick
up on the way as we journey among imperfect people in a
turbulent world. If we must succeed and in the process enjoy the
journey, we must learn to regularly empty that garbage and travel
light and clean!!
The garbage are the negative thoughts that fly across our
minds as we experience disappointments, rejections, betrayals etc
from imperfect people and the hurts / pains that exists in this
turbulent world polluted by evil which unfortunately creeps in
unawares and now dominates our world. These thoughts bombard
us so much , they often taint our perspectives and give rise to
unpleasant feelings and attitudes.
Emptying these garbage is required if we must master our
emotions. The point is whether these emotions are justified and
or justified, they are undoubtably real. It will do us a lot of good,
strengthen our resolve to succeed and enable our will to prevail on
our feelings if we indeed empty the garbage.
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Secondly, this process clears the debris which obstructs our
discovery of the goodness God created every human being
with. Every man was born with a star. Stars by design shine,
although the shine can be covered. We are unfortunately
bombarded with many thoughts and comments which
regularly challenge this truth.
The media today have become a source of idealism which is
simply not human and realistic. The notion that
disappointments, missed opportunities, mistakes and all
such negativities occur only in the life of the the weak and
unlucky persons and that it is possible to go through life
devoid of these is completely false.

man was born with a star.
“Every
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How then do we achieve this traveling light objective by emptying
the garbage? I must warn that it is a continuous and personal
task. This function can not delegated neither should it be
postponed. It becomes hard core and more difficult to achieve.
Allow me to share some simple tips:

• Do not allow negative thoughts to fester.
• Seek and acquire the truth- The word of God is a good place to
start.
• Test the validity of every word and thought with the truth.
• Ensure you are surrounded with positive and upright people.
• Accept your weak points and expect to be human by making
unintended mistakes etc.
• Trust God to perfect all that concerns you.
Negative thoughts, comments, and feelings can come, however you
owe yourself a duty of care to refuse to allow them to fester and take
root thereby obstructing your self assessment. God loves you
because He took such great care to create you with value. You should
love yourself too.
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